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Calming High Emotions Builds Resiliency !
Children can easily become overwhelmed with feelings.
They aren’t born knowing how to handle them. Children from
hard experiences can go from 1 to instant meltdown over
something ordinary to others.
The CALMING TOOLKIT helps adults teach children brainbased skills to get control of anger, sadness, frustration and
other feelings. These also help to regain focus & respond
positively to people and problems.
HOW TO TEACH CALMING -—
Teach these BEFORE they are needed!
*Pick a “calm place” in your home ---- away from
noise, TV, etc. and a “no cellphone zone”.
*Get child a little excited by running in place or
jumping jacks. Then you and child try each calming card
activity. Repeat if necessary for your child to learn. After
practice, allow your child to use the strategy they like best.
*Child can use the “listener” bendable figure and fidgets as they
are learning. NOTE: some children find it easier to talk feelings to an

Tools can be tucked into a pillow covered with a
case with pockets.
Decorate with fabric markers for a keepsake!

MORE IDEAS TO HELP CHILDREN RELAX
Color/draw: No rules –just doodle or draw
with paper and drawing tools
Or dri-erase board.
Bubbles: Blowing bubbles encourages
deep breathing as well as fun tracking
& catching them.

Laugh:
Telling jokes, making silly faces or watching
a funny cartoon are all good ways to laugh.

object rather than a human

*Then talk about ways to use the calming ideas such as: preparing for bed, returning from school or shopping, or days with
different routines/schedules.

Music:
If your child needs to get out some energy,
have a 3-minute dance party then go into slow motion (to
help the brain get calmer).
Also, sing a favorite song

WHEN FEELINGS RISE TO UPSET—
*Have child grab the calming tools and go to the quiet area.
*Do the activities with the child until they can use them
independently. BE PATIENT. These are new skills to learn.
For extra help-- your child can use any other item that helps
them calm down (stuffed animal, favorite book, slinky, etc).

Take a break: If a particular task is too
frustrating, have your child relax for a
bit and return at a later time.

